
Product information

RADIO PLUS Radio Holster

All-in-one holster for digital radio and additional equipment

✓ compatible: suitable for common digital radios 
✓ tidy: two-part compartment e.g. for gloves and multitool
✓ durable: puncture-proof compartment for tough cut scissors

Description

RADIO PLUS is the versatile solution that allows for carrying of digital 
radio and additional equipment as well as tough cut scissors together 
in one comfortable but small holster.

Padded radio compartment and fastening with robust buckle 
guarantee for firm hold of radio. Thanks to elastic sides and elastic 
fastening straps compartment is infinite adjustable to height and 
perimeter of common digital radios.
Emergency button on top of device remains easily accessible at all 
times, due to divided holding straps. Open design allows to carry a 
radio with a connected speaker microphone.

Fixation of TEE-UU logo with hook-and-loop fastener allows to 
remove it if required, e.g. due to use at field of operation etc.

Features:
- padded radio compartment with durable buckle with adjustment
range: - from (W x H x D):    5.5 x 12.5 x 4 cm

- to (W x H x D):         7 x 17 x 6 cm
- two-part compartment (W x H x D: 6.5 x 14 x 4 cm) with closeable 

Specifications

• dimensions (W x H x D): 14 x 17 x 5.5 cm
• weight: approx. 130 g
• color: black
• material: 1200D polyester, EVA
• article-no.: 2704-9005
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Scope of delivery

Holster without further or pictured supplies

cover flap (hook-and-loop fastener)
- puncture-proof compartment for tough cut scissors
- TEE-UU logo is detachable
- loop-tape (2.5 x 2.5 cm) on front
- two-way belt loop for horizontally or vertically mounting 
of holster
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